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Autochthonous plants only. 
Farming by tree’s perspective.
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At TORELLI Farm located in Puglia south Italy,
we cultivate only plants originated in Puglia region.
Through non-till and organic farming, we aim to recreate 
the exact environment where plants have first formed.

These antique species may look ugly, but they have outstanding nutrition value,
and taste simply amazing.
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Total Transparency
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From plantation to exportation, 
we deal every process of the production in-house.
We believe that the total transparency is nothing but 
our guarantee of products.



Cold Press Coratina Olive Oil
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CORATINA
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We cultivate only one specie of olive: Coratina olive. 
The name is originated by the nearby town Corato in Bari prefecture.
They are one of Puglia originated antique specie, and characterized 
by very low acidity and extreme toughness.
It is perfect to raise locally in primitive condition.
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Cold press Olive Juice

Olive fruit’s acidity level start to increase 
as soon as it leaves the tree branch. We 
aim to keep the acidity level to minimum 
to realize the ”freshly squeezed” taste, so 
the pressing is usually completed at least 
by noon same day of the harvest.

Heat is another important factor. Heat can increase the extraction rate, 
however destroys the structural integrity of polyphenol. We complete the process under
20 degree celcius within 1 hour.
The end results is so fresh that we call it olive juice.
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No Filter, No Problems

Oil is precipitated in an inox steel container for 1 month, to 
remove any unnecessary fruit and peel bits and moisture. 
Filtering is much quicker, but precipitation method can 
maintain the intense unique flavor of Coratina better.



Antique Raw Almonds 
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TUONO, FAGGIORA, SUPERNOVA, GENCO

Above names are all Puglia autochthonous almonds species,
since Roman era.
Their shell is extremely hard and fruit is very rich in vitamin E,
and non saturated vegetable fat.

It leaves unique intense after taste which resembles Apricot Kernel.

Tuono Faggiora

Supernova Genco
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Sun-dried to keep natural raw almond taste.

Usually, almonds are pasteurized chemically or with steam before packing.
To preserve the natural original taste of almond, at Torelli farm we use
Sun-dry method. Shelled almonds are dried under direct sun lights for a 
couple of days. 
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